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Stands for the production of robust, perfectly flat books (layflat)  
that offer the reader enormous added value  

in terms of quality of use.

Allows the durable binding of critical content papers from  
digital printing as well as from conventional printing.

Synonym for lowest energy consumption  
and highest material efficiency.

Perfect for photo books, music books, cookbooks,  
instruction manuals, image brochures, etc.

perfect handling

durable bond

broad application

lowest production costs

„Reach new customers and markets  
with new products!“

Find out more under: www.palamides.com



 High-performance quality components

 Automatic cover feeder

 Semi-automated setup

 Beam grooving device

 Horizontal delivery with conveyor belts

The smartliner240 is a single-clamp perfect binder with an effective out-
put of up to 240 books per hour. Equipped with powerful drives and control 
components, the perfect binder is particularly efficient. The automatic cover 
feeder and the horizontal delivery with large buffer and automatic conveyor 
belts make a significant contribution here.

The smartliner240 can be set up semi-automatically: just a few entries on 
the operator interface and a few simple steps are required to convert pro-
duction to a new format. The adhesive is refilled in just a few seconds - no 
venting is necessary!  
The closed adhesive supply eliminates the need for regular cleaning of the 
entire system. The machine itself is very easy to clean and only takes a few 
minutes.

Water-based 
adhesive

palamides smartliner240
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Errors, misprints and technical changes excepted.
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Technical data: smartliner240
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Format min. (h x w) 5,51“ x 3,54“ 

Format max. (h x w) 16,9“ x 16,9“

Contents paper On demand

Block thickness 0,11“ – 1,57“

Cover from 135 g/sqm

Output max. 240 Books/h

Electrica connection
400V/3~ /N 16A/5kW or

230V/3~ 25A/5kW

Air connection 6 bar, 130 ltr/min.
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